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Abstract. A simple model of cooperative fard retrieval m ants is
introduced to illustrate

how a many-body biological system such
as a swarm can

exhibit
an

effraient and flexible behavior

if it is close to an
instability, but in a region where structured pattems of activity can grow and

be maintained.

Résumé. Un modèle simplifié de fourragement coopératif chez les fourmis est introduit pour

illustrer l'idée qu'un système biologique collectif tel qu'un essaim peut être à la fois flexible et

efficace si les paramètres comportementaux qui le caractérisent
se situent au voisinage d'une

zone

d'instabilité,
mais

dans
une

région où
une

activité structurée peut se développer et se maintenir.

1. Introduction

Since a few years, etl~ologists bave become increasingly aware of tl~e self-organizing properties
of social insects (ants, wasps, termites and bees) iii cooperative pl~enomena taking place at

the colony level result from interactions at the individual level. Such interactions may eitl~er

be direct le-g-, antennation, food offering, mandibular contacts), or indirect, via modifications

of tl~e environment (transformations of tl~e environment include, e-g-, nest building, brood

sorting, trail laying). Tl~e collective foraging behavior Ii.e., food retrieval) of ants is of particular
interest [2j in many cases, it is mediated by trait laying and trail following, whereby individuals

retuming from a food source to the nest deposit a chemical substance called a pheromone
and those looking for food follow pheromone gradients; but it may also be supplemented by

more direct stimulations, where one single individual guides anotl~er individual or a group of

individuals to the food source. The process whereby an ont is influenced towards a food source

by anotl~er ont or by a cl~emical trail is called recruitment. Recruitment bas been sl~own to

give use to structured spatiotemporal pattems of activity Ii.e., strong trails to food sources,

allowing for eflicient foraging) if some bel~avioral parameters, sucl~ as tl~e number of active

foragers, reacl~ critical values iii
: recruitment is an autocatalytic process in wl~icl~ individuals

(*) e-mail: bonabeau@lanmon.Cnet.fr
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are all the more stimulated to forage at a given location as there already are individuals

foraging at that location, o~&~ing to chemical marking of space and direct stimulation; but,
because of pheromone evaporation, forgetting, task switcl~ing, and because ants may get lost,

tl~e maintenance of trails and direct stimulation requires dissipative constraints (such
as a

minimal number of actors) to be satisfied. If, on the contrary, the bel~avioral parameters do

not lie
m tl~e appropriate range of values, only random patterns of activity can be maintained; in

otl~er words, food sources can only be discovered by chance and cannot really be exploited. Tl~e

passage from random to structured behavior at bifurcation values can obviously be understood

with tools and concepts familiar to pl~ysicists, namely tl~ose developed in tl~e context of phase
transitions.

One problem with structured foraging is that it may be too stable, because of trie possibly
strong autocatalytic nature of recruitment: if a better choice is offered to the colony, it may
be unable to shift its activity towards that better choice. Flexibility when faced with a better

opportunity can only be achieved in trie vicinity of a bifurcation, i-e- a point (or
a region) of

instability. But, since structured foraging is more eflicient than random foraging, the location of

the behavioral parameters should be slightly in the "ordered" phase, in trie weakly autocatalytic

zone close to trie bifurcation. In summary, only marginally stable swarms are both flexible and

effraient (at least in the context of foraging). This is the main thesis of this paper, which will

be developed in two steps: 1) A quick presentation of relevant biological data will be made,
together with an intuitive interpretation of the experiments in terms of marginal stability. 2)
To account for the experimental observations, a simple probabilistic cellular automaton (PCA)
model of cooperative foraging will be introduced and studied along these lines.

Finally, note that this connection between phase transitions or bifurcations, and adaptability,
has recently known an upsurge of interest among physicists and biologists, under the possibly
misleading name of "edge of chaos" (EOC). Trie exact meaning of EOC crucially depends on

trie context within which it is used, but roughly speaking, it describes the vicinity of some

zone of instability separating a region of more ordered (or less random) behavior, from a

region of less ordered (or
more random, or more

chaotic) behavior. Trie relevance of trie EOC

has been discussed in trie context of evolution [3-5j, or complex ecosystems [6j, where species

may be "critically" influencing one another and generate events of all sizes. An important
application of trie EOC is to adaptive behavior: it bas been suggested by several authors that

a behavior at the EOC might be optimal from the viewpoint of adaptation, because effraient

information transfer, storage and processing can take place at trie EOC [4, 7-9j, especially in a

spatially extended system, where marginal stability allows for trie existence of coherent flows of

information between different parts of trie system. For example, a model of ant behavior based

on mobile automate was introduced by Solé, l/Iiramontes and Goodwm [8,9], who suggested
that trie optimization of mutual information at a particular critical value of ant density might
be useful to ants m

the context of alarm spread [loi.

The patin that shall be followed here may seem less ambitious land to some extent less

speculative). It is related to trie symmetry-breaking (SB) property of some instability points.
Breaking a symmetry means selecting one among several a priori equivalent (or symmetric)
possible states. Hence breaking a symmetry amounts to making a choice or taking a decision,
and trie reverse is to a large extent true il Ii. Edelstein-Keshet et ai. [12] recently argued that

evolution may bave driven societies of trait-followers to trie vicinity of behavioral bifurcations,
where they can iuake transitions in a highly sensitive way in analogy with the diverging
susceptibility of critical points. In other words, an optimal tradeoff between exploration and

exploitation can be reahzed in the vicinity of a SB bifurcation point. This is a conjecture I

would like to develop with the example of cooperative foraging in ants. The nice thing with the
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case which will be presented is that clear experimental data is available, which can be readily
mapped onto a physical interpretation.

2. Exper1nlents

2.1. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULTS. It may be useful to briefly describe trie exper-

iments [13] that will be discussed and modelled. Colonies are provided with two food sources

at a reasonable distance from their nests, after a period of starvation (see Fig. l). Let Si
(respectively 52) be trie first (respectively second)

source presented to trie colony, ti (respec-

~ls~
d~

~/~ Id
~ ~ Î'~~~

Fig. 1. Experimental setup, comprising a nest (N) and t,vo fora
sources

(Si and 52 located at the

same distance from the nest, and forming
an

equilateral triangle of size d with the nest. The foraging

area is a L X L square. Bath L and d
are

adjusted to the speed of ants, and therefore depend
on

the

species. For example, for ail species but Lu, L
=

80 cm. while for Lu, L
=

30 cm; typically, d is of the

order of L/2.

tively t2) the time of its introduction, Qi (respectively Q2) its quality, for example its sucrose

concentration, and h
=

Q2 Qi the quality difference between the sources. It will always
be assumed that ti

"
0. Three different experiments El, E2, and E3 have been carried out,

characterized by:

(El) h
=

0 and ti
"

t2
"

0,

(E2) h>0andti "t2"0,

(E3) h > 0 and ti
=

0 < t2

In (E3), t2 is suflicient large to allow for a stationary state to be reached with source Si alone

before 52 is introduced.

Three basic types of behaviors Bl, 82, and 83 have been observed, depending on the species:

(Bl) Colonies exhibiting behavior Bl:

(B Ii) strongly break the symmetry between the identical sources in El,

(B Iii) clearly choose 52 in E2, and

(Bliii) select Si before 52 is introduced in E3, but cannot switch to the better quahty

source 52 when it is presented.
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(82) Colonies exhibiting behavior 82:

(B2i) strongly break the symmetry between the identical sources in El,

(B2ii) clearly choose 52 in E2, and

(B2iii) select Si before 52 is introduced in E3, but switch to the better quality source 52
~vhen it is presented, which is then much more exploited than the lower quality source.

(83) Finally, colonies exhibiting behavior 83 exploit both sources symmetrically in all experi-

ments.

Without going into much detail, let us mention the existence of three basic types of recruit-

ments in ants, that we call RI (mass recruitment), R2 (mass and group recruitment), and R3

(tandem recruitment). It has been shown [14] that the type of recruitment is highly correlated

with trie typical size of colonies: species using RI bave larger colonies than species using R2,
which in turn have much larger colonies than species using R3. It so happe~ls that Bl corre-

sponds to species using RI le-g-, Iridomgrmez htlmiiis (Ih), Las1tls niger (Ln)), 82 to species

using R2 le-g-, Tetramor1tlm caespittlm (Tc)), and 83 to species using R3 le-g-, Leptothoraz
tlnifasciattls (Lu) ). There is actually an intermediate type of behavior, 82' le-g-, Mgrmica sab-

t1ieti (Ms), using RI ), where trie colony cari switch to the richer source introduced after a delay
only when trie difference h between trie sources is sufliciently large. All these results con be

accounted for with a simple model, first introduced in a more primitive form by Deneubourg et

ai. ils], where trie number of foragers N is trie relevant parameter, by assuming that trie inten-

sity of trait laying can be modulated as a function of source quality la phenomenon observed

in
several species, see [16] ).

2.2. INTERPRETATION OF EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS. There are clues allowing us

to suggest that colonies exhibiting flexible behavior (82)
in trie two source experiment are

certainly close to a point of instability, as can be seen from trie simple argument depicted in

Figure 2. In effect, they are able to break trie symmetry between two equivalent sources, indi-

cating that they are beyond some bifurcation point, and at trie same time they can reorganize
when a ncher source is introduced, whatever small the difference may be (clown to a scale

which experiments bave not been able to determine), indicating that they must be very close

to that point. Note that since they are close to trie bifurcation point, a small variation in trie

number of foragers (due for instance to a fluctuating recruitment rate) can cross trie critical

value.

To see this more clearly, let us assume that trie system's behavior can be characterized at trie

macroscopic level by a quantity M, whose dynamical evolution undergoes a (codimension 1)
critical bifurcation as a behavioral control parameter ~1

reaches a critical value ~lc. For example,

an Ising system can be described by its magnetization M whose thermal average value varies

with
~1 =

1/kT. One very simple normal form (see e-g-, il?] displaying a critical bifurcation at

Jf2 Jf4

~1 = ~lc is the noiseless overdamped relaxation of a partiale in a potential U
=

(~1- ~lc +
2 4

ôtm
=

(~1- ~lc)M M3. When
~1 < ~lc, the only stationary solution to this equation is

M
=

0, which becomes unstable at ~1= ~lc, so that there are two solutions M
=

+(~1- ~lc)1/~
for

~1 > ~lc. This situation is depicted in Figure 2a, where dashed lines represent unstable

solutions. Consider two different systems le-g-, two species A and B) with two different values

of ~1, both greater than ~lc (usually,
~1 > ~lc is trie ordered phase and trie stable solution for

~1 < ~lc is tire disordered state): system A is close to ~lc, while B is deeper in trie ordered phase.
For

~1 > ~lc, there are two branches of equivalent stable solutions, corresponding to trie broken
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symmetry (for instance, here, trie symmetry between trie sources) we assume that A and B are

on trie same branch. Trie addition of an "environmental" (extemal) field h (juan as a difference

between trie sources) can be modeled by modifying U: U
=

-(~1- ~lc)~ +
~~

hM, so
2 4

that the normal form becomes that of an imperfect bifurcation

ôtm
=

(~1- ~lc)M M~ + h, (1)

trie corresponding bifurcation diagram for fixed h being that of Figure 2b. (Altematively, the

new bifurcation could as well be two-sided transcritical because of the loss of trie M
~

-M

symmetry, but trie argument would still be valid). We see in particular that system A cannot

be in trie same state as in Figure 2a and is attracted towards A', while B is still on trie same

branch of solutions, which is less favourable given trie field h. In other words, A has been able

to shift its activity towards a state better adapted to the environment. If trie field reverses

direction, A will still be able to switch. Note also that A cannot switch to trie better state if

trie field is too small: trie advantage of being close to trie point of instability slightly in trie

ordered phase is now clear, since the ordered phase allows structured patterns of activity to be

sustained, and prevents the system from switching too often if the gain is not suflicient, while

trie system can still switch if trie gain is large enough.

M ~4 A.

~

~

A
A

a) 8 b) B

Fig. 2. a) Sketch of
a

bifurcation diagram in the absence of externat field; A and B are
charactenzed

by yc < y(A) < v(B), and are both
on the same branch of stable solutions for the order parameter

M. b) Sketch of a bifurcation diagram m the presence of an externat field; B remains on ils branch,
while A is attracted towards the more favorable state.

To make contact with the previously described experimeiits, let Xi (respectively X2) be trie

number of individuals foraging at source Si (respectively 52), and Ni (respectively N2) trie

average asymptotic value of Xi (respectively X2). Then, the quantity N2 Ni Plays the role

of the "order parameter" M of Figure 2. A and B correspond to two species with two different

foraging habits, equation il) would describe the dynamical evolution of the macroscopic or

colony-level quantity M in the presence of two sources whose quality differeiice is h. The set

of behavioral parameters, embodied in
~1

le-g-,
~1 =

N
=

number of foragers), determines the

colony's ability to adapt.

3. Mortel

We shall see that trie combination of the number of active foragers and of trie ability to

modulate the trail laying rate (or more generally trie recruitment rate) can predict whether

or not the colony is able to switch, with an extension of trie simple model of Deneubourg
et ai. ils]. Let o be trie recruitment rate, 1-e- trie probability of success of a forager when
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trying to stimulate a potential recruit, à trie fraction of ants encountered by an individual

within a coarse grained unit of time, so that
ô~

is trie probability for a non-foraging ant to
N

meet a foraging ant, and
aô~

is trie fraction of non-foraging ants effectively recruited.
a

N
integrates trie foraging area, individual speeds, turning rates ii-e-, rates of U-tums), while à

gives a picture of trie physiological state of the colony ii-e-, satisfaction or starvation: it is

well known to experimenters that to study foraging, a few days of starvation is required for

trie colony to be willing to look for food!). a =
ai therefore plays trie role of an effective

recruitment rate. In a number of species, trie accuracy with which recruitment is performed
depends not only on the recruitment rate (trie influence of those ants who found a food source

over the remaining arts), but also on trie ability of a given ant to follow a trafl, which in tum

depends on the strength of trie trait, i-e- on the number of individuals X foraging at trie food

source: a fraction
~

of recruited foragers reach the food source, and this corresponds to
g + X

the rehability of trail-following, or alternatively, in the case of tandem or group recruitment,

to trie reliability of the guide ils];
we see that this reliability increases as X grows. This

is a reasonable assumption provided trie timescale of pheromone's variations is of trie same

order as variations of trie number of foragers. Saturation of trie rehability of trail following is

neglected because it corresponds to pheromone concentrations almost never relevant in normal

conditions (saturation bas been observed only in laboratory experiments involving artificial

trails; this is to be contrasted with trie models of Millonas [18], and Rauch et ai. [19], which

rely heavily on saturation effects). Finally, let 116 be trie average time that an ant spends
foraging at a given source. In what follows, N will play the role of the control parameter p of

Figure 2. This may not be trie most relevant choice, and more refined or complicated models

with many more behavioral parameters accounting for trie detailed activities of trie foragers

can be developed, not speaking of the full spatiotemporal complexity of colony behavior. Yet,
the same argument, I beheve, remains varia, namely colonies whose behavioral parameters lie

close to bifurcation values are more adaptable, or more precisely, flexible.

Trie probabilistic cellular automaton (PCA) model is composed of N individuals that can

take either one of four states:

state 0: at nest,

state 1: foraging at source 1,

state 2: foraging at source 2,

state 3: lost (lost ants bave in
fact an adaptive effect,

since they can find new sources).

Trie transition probabilities Tm_n between these states are given by:

To-i(i=1,2)
" a~

(
~

([~

To-3
#

i~a~)(1- ~[j
(2)

~=i
9+

1

To-o
=

i 11
ai (~

~i

where a~ is the effective recruitment rate to source 1. A higher value of a~ corresponds to a

higher-quality source. I shall make trie simplifying assumption that only a~ (and not g) is
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affected by source quality, but simulations show that this does not qualitatively modify trie

results. Trie difference between trie sources is expressed in trie following form:

ai
=

(1 A)a/ j3j

where a/ (resp. a)) is trie effective recruitment rate to trie poorer (resp. richer) source

(h % /~).

T4~=1,2j-o
"

b

T~_~~~=i,2) =
1 b (4)

T3-o
" »

T3-~(i=1,2)
" C

T3-3
"

1 2c p (5)

where 1/p is the time taken by explorers before returning to the nest if they do not find

any source, and
c

the probability that a source is found by chance by an explorer. All these

transition probabilities reflect what bas been said previously; they define a mean-field, global
coupling. All parameters bave been tuned to experimentally suggested values ils]. Let E

=

1V Xi X2 be trie number of lost or exploring ants.

A simple stability analysis of trie mean-field equations, obtained straightforwardly by ~&~riting
down the master equation corresponding to the transition rates:

12
ôtt

=
a~(t /1V)(t /g~ + t) N E ~j t + cE bt

1=1

In
2

ôtE
=

~j a~(1 (X~ /g~ + X~ )(X~ IN N E ~j X~ 2cE pE (6)

1=1 ~=1

shows that the null state (Xi
"

X2
"

E
=

o) is a linearly stable stationary solution if

c <
~~

,

that is, if the probability of finding the source by chance is smaller than some
2 a b

threshold. I shall assume that this is not the case, c >
~~

~, so that trie null state is unstable.
a

Such an assumption can readily be made true experimentally if trie foraging area is forced to

be small enough and for,
once again, if trie colony is willing to forage. Note that a "Ginzburg-

Landau" equation similar to (1) can in principle be obtained from (6) for M
=

î2 Xi It

has been found that results averaged over many simulations coincide nicely with the direct

numerical integration of the mean-field equations (6): this shows that an equation similar to

equation il
can closely describe the macroscopic behavior of the (mean-field) PCA introduced

in this section.

In all trie simulations, trie initial conditions contained either slightly more individuals for-

aging at source 1 than at source 2 (El and E2), or only individuals foraging at source 1 (E3:

source 2 is introduced after stationarity bas been reached with a single source) each point of

trie curves or surfaces bas been obtained from averaging over 100 simulations of105 steps each

(1 step=1 global update), but a stationary state is reached much more rapidly, after a few

hundreds of steps. In real ants, one step would correspond to a few seconds or a minute. Let

us first study trie simulation of experiment El (that is, A
=

0 and ti
"

t2
"

0). It is important

to emphasize that, owing to trie nonlinearity of problem, embodied in trie transitions rates (2),
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o

o

5o ioo iso 2w 2w m 3w 4m

N

Fig. 3. Simulation of experiment El (see text): Ni, N2, and M
=

N2 Ni as a
function of N,

with ai #
0.03, a2 #

0.03, (A
=

0), b
=

0.017, c =
0.018, g =

25, p =
0.15.

2w

o

,é0

'40

o
o~

o~
o°

o°

o

o~
o~

o

5O 15O 200 25O m MO 4m

N

Fig. 4. Simulation of experiment E2: Ni, N2, and M
=

N2 Ni
as a function of N, with

ai #
0.0297, a2 "

0.03, (A
=

0.01), b
=

0.017, c =
0.018, g =

25, p=0.15.

trie number N of partiales in the system is a relevant parameter and not merely a scale factor:

1V plays here trie role of trie control parameter ~1of equation (1), while M e N2 Ni is trie

associated order parameter. Trie results (Ni, N2, and M as a function of N)
are presented in

Figure 3. Trie symmetry between trie sources is broken if N > Nc
=

185, where trie system
undergoes a critical bifurcation. Below that value, foraging is unstructured (1.e. symmetric),
trie order parameter is equal to 0.

Trie results corresponding to E2 can be found in Figure 4 (similar to Fig. 3, but with

h
=

A > 0). Trie nicher source is clearly more exploited for N > 100. Foraging is approximately
symmetric for low values of TNT. Trie order parameter starts to deviate from 0 around N

=
100,

but trie richer source is strongly selected only for N > 150. There has been a transformation

of trie critical bifurcation into an imperfect one, exactly as in Figure 2. As a further test of
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N'-N2

o

5O 100 15O 200 25O m 2W 4m

N

Fig. 5. Simulation of experiment E3: Ni, N2, and M
=

N2 Ni as a function of N, with

ai #
0.0297, a2 #

0.03, (A
=

0.01), b
=

0.017, c =
0.018, g =

25, p =
0.15.

o

5O 100 150 200 25O m 2W 4m

N

Fig. 6. Simulation of experiment E3: Ni, N2, and M
=

N2 Ni
as a function of N, with

ai #
0.0291, a2 #

0.03, (A
=

0.03), b
=

0.017, c =
0.018, g =

25, p =
0.15.

trie relevance of trie imperfect bifurcation, simulations bave been performed with many more

individuals at source 1, and led to a selection of source 1; note that because trie pheromonal
field varies on trie same timescale as trie number of foragers, performing such simulations is

equivalent to simulating E3.

Trie results corresponding to E3 are represented in Figures 5 and 6, with A
=

Q-QI and

A
=

0.03, respectively. As can be seen, if trie "external field", represented by A, is small, trie

region where trie colony can switch to trie newly introduced, richer source, is correspondingly
small. For example, for A

=
0.01, 52 is selected for 160 < N < 210 (trie second bifurcation

is strongly discontinuous), while for A
=

0.03, 52 is selected for ils < N < 295. Despite

its simplicity, this model can therefore account for all trie experimentally observed behaviors:

Bl corresponds to a large number of active foragers (say, N > 350), 83 to a small number
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N

Fig. 7. Simulation of experiment Ei: z-axis: N varies from 10 to 400; g-axis: x varies from 0 to 1;

z-axis: M
=

N2 Ni ai #
o.03, a2 #

0.03, (A
=

0), b
=

0.017, c =
0.018, g =

25, p =
0.15.

(say, N < 100), and the adaptable behauior 82 ta a narrow range of ua1tles (185 < N < 195 )

uerg close ta the point of instabiiitg of the A
=

0 sgstem, as expected. Even 82' can be

explained by the extension of trie adaptive region when A gets large: for example, a colony
with 250 < N < 295 cannot switch to the nicher source if A is too small, but can do so if A

gets larger.
It is now necessary to test trie robustness of this model by including several biologically

relevant extensions. For instance, trie fact that pheromonal trails have a lifetime (possibly
much) greater than the variation timescale of foragers on the trails can be accounted for very
easily, by modifj,ing equations (2) as follows:

X~ f

9+Xi ~ 9+f

(()j~
~~

=
(l x)(~ + X) (7)

where ( is the amount of pheromone (on the scale of X) on trails to source i, and x < is

the decay rate due to diffusion and evaporation (the relaxation timescale of the pheromone is

then given by T =
). The longer lifetime of pheromone certainly gives use to moreÎ°g(1- x)

strongly marked trails, and therefore to less flexible behavior over a wider range of behavioral

parameters. Trie results for El are presented in Figure 7 (M) for x varying from 0 to 1.

Trie essential modification with respect to Figure 4 is that bifurcation points are shifted as x

varies. E2 yields essentially the same results as before; as a test of trie imperfect bifurcation,

simulations bave been performed with many more individuals at source 1, and led to a selection

of source 1. The results for E3 are presented in Figures 8 (order parameter M), 9 (average

num~r of foragers (x2) at source 52), and 10 (proportion of individuals foraging at source 1,

Xi
ÎX2

~'

We see with Figures 8 and 9 that trie region where a colony can be adaptable is trie "top
of a wave" (or trie bottom of a valley in Fig. 10) of a rather small width in parameter space,

close to trie point of instability of trie unperturbed system with h
=

0, 1-e-, A
=

0. Trie eifect

of varying A on case E3 is shown in Figure II, for x =
0.05: we see that trie size S of trie

adaptive region increases with increasmg A, which is not surprising. It is also interesting to

measure how S varies with trie extemal field. Trie result is shown in Figure 12: S scales with
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Fig. 8. Simulation of expenment E3: ~-axis: N varies from 10 to 400; y-axis: x varies from 0 to 1;

z-axis: M
=

N2 Ni ai "
0.0297, a2 "

0.03, (A
=

0.01), b
=

0.017, c =
0.018, g =

25, p =
0.15.

,5o-

N~
4m

05 >oo

,
w

Z

N

Fig. 9. Idem
as

Figure 8, but with z-axis: N2
#

(X2).

A as
Allô, à

=
0.85 + o.02. Finally, trie probability for a lost ant to find a source by chance

certainly depends on the length of trails leading to that source. To include this effect, c can be

replaced, e.g., for source i, by c (1
e~X~ ). The addition of this factor does not qualitatively

~XjJXi+X~>

o,

4oe

,ce

,
N

z

Fig. 10. Idem
as

Figure 8, but with z-axis:(
~~

ii-e-, proportion of individuals foraging at
Xl + X2

source
1).
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Fig. Il. Simulation of experiment E3: z-axis: N varies from 10 to 400; y-axis: A varies from 0.005

to 0.035; z-axis: M
=

N2 Ni ai ranges from 0.02895 to 0.02985, a2 #
0.03, b

=
0.017, c =

0.018,

g =
25, p =

0.15, x =
0.05.

001

Fig. 12. Simulation of experiment E3: log-log plot of size S of adaptive region (g-axis)
vs.

A

(~-axis);
same parameters as

Figure 11. S scales with A as
A~/~, ô

=
0.85 + 0.02. Dashed hne

mdicates slope 1/à m 1.175.

modify the results, as Figure 13 shows (A
=

0.02895 and x =
0.05).

In summary, although this mortel is simple and ares net reflect the fuit complexity of real ant

colonies, it ares contain some important ingredients and the essence of the argument: whatever

the relevant behavioral parameters may be, it has been shown that colonies exhibiting behavior

82 are close to a point of instability in a zero externat field, yet shghtly in the ordered phase,
and are 1) flexible owing to the vicinity of the bifurcation, and 2) eficient because they lie

in the ordered phase, where structured pattems of activity can be sustained. It ~N.ould be

unreasonable to say that this is true for an arbitrary collectii~e biological system. but it is

tempting to confer some degree of generahty to this principle.

4. Related Work and Discussion

Millonas [18] developed in the same context an interesting physics-mspired formahsm to deal

with collective decision making from individual actiirities, where ant-particles are nonlinearly
coupled to a pheromonal field; phase transitions are observed as the degree of determmism
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Fig. 13. Simulation of experiment E3: Ni, N2, and M
=

N2 Ni as a function of N, with

ai #
0.02895, a2 #

0.03, (/h
=

0.035), b
=

0.017, c~ =
0.018(1- e~X~~), g =

25, p =
0.15, and

x #
0.05.

(or conversely, the errer level) in trait-following is varied. Ranch et ai. [19] recently studied a

spatiotemporal version of this mortel by means of simulations, which allowed them to explore
trie structures of the trait networks that may form. They conduded, in agreement with the

present paper, that ordered behavior is important for structured, eficient traits to exist, but

that this behavior should net be toc stable in order to allow for flexible responses; an optimal
combination of these two conflicting tendencies is realized close to instabilities. However, their

model does net describe any particular experiment, but simply ants wandering around, laying
pheromone and following traits; it is thus hard to speak of adaptivity. The approach followed in

the present paper chose to ignore complex spatiotemporal features to concentrate on a specific
example, for which well-defined experiments bave been performed and adaptability bas a clear

meaning. Let us mention another promising patin, followed by Edelstein-Keshet et ai. [12],
who are currently systematically exploring trie eifects of ail relevant parameters on foraging
dynamics (a useful job pointing to trie need for more experimental data).

The focus of this paper was the adaptability exhibited by a system close to a point of

instability. It remains to know how such a system can maintain itself in a position where

it can break symmetries, ail the more as the varions behavioral parameters characterizing a

colony are very likely to fluctuate. Let us briefly consider again normal form (1), which applies
qualitatively to the present case through equations (6). Trie more complex picture of a whole

set or hierarchy of bifurcations can be obtained, at least qualitatively, directly from this simple

case. We may now assume quite naturally that trie environmental field is time dependent,

le-, h
=

h(t). h is hkely to be a random process, such as a Poisson process descnbing trie

appearance of seeds in a foraging patch; U will be minimum if trie state M of trie colony
corresponds to foraging in a region where a large amount of seeds just arnved. Finally, it

is usual to add some noise term to equation (1), accounting for trie random component in

individual behavior:

ôtm
= (~t ~t~ )M M~ + h(t) + ( (8)

where, e-g-, ( is a Gaussian process with ((t)
"

0 and ((t(t>)
"

Dô(t t'). In fact, owing to

parameter fluctuations, trie noise term might as well be multiplicative. The question of adapt-
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ability can now be expressed in simple terms: given some set of random processes h(t), how

can the system be in the most adapted state as often as possible, with as few reorganizations

as possible? (One seeks to minimize, e. g., f U(M(t))dt and f (ôtm(dt simultaneously). It

has been argued in this paper that one possibility is to have a system with ~t = ~1~ + s, where

s > 0 is small. But another, somewhat more robust solution is to allow the system to cross its

critical region as often as required, or to maintain it in the vicinity of the point of instability,
with a time-dependent, and possibly state-dependent, ~t.

1) ~t may more or less randomly fluctuate: this may be the case for instance of the recruitment

rate which varies as a function of the physiological states of the individuals; a more plausible
situation would be for ~t to have a state-dependent variance with more intense fluctuations

when the current state is particularly net satisfactory.

2) The system may be periodically driven by externat factors, such as temperature or hght,

or exhibit bursts of synchronized activity owing to more internai factors, such as starvation and

satisfaction, which directly depend on the colony's activities. Indeed, oscillatory phenomena on

varions timescales have been reported in several species of ants such as Leptothoraz aceruor~tm

[20], Leptothoraz aiiardgcei [21], Pheidoie hortensis [20], where the timescale is of the order of

30 minutes, or m Mgrmecina graminicoia and Messor capitata [22] on a larger timescale, of the

order of a day or so. The candidate mechanisms that can generate synchronized activity are

numerous (the literature on coupled oscillators is abundant in physics). Moreover, oscillatory
phenomena have been found in many biological systems, and it has been argued that oscillations

are common in regulatory systems [23]: this coula be the case precisely because parametric
oscillations allow a system to reset its state below a point of symmetry-breaking instability

where it can break the symmetry diiferently. There is aise a general advantage to being
synchronized as compared to a fluctuating parameter: in eifect, bursts of synchronized activity
that drive the system beyond a critical number allow it to setup str~tct~tred patterns of act~uity;
that coula possibly net exist if the system had an average activity below the minimum level

for the structures to be setup.

3) A third possibility, related to the previous idea, is to have bursts of synchronized activity
whose sizes are distributed according to some law. In eifect, ~&re have dealt so for with simple

situations, simple symmetries. and simple driving mechanisms, but more complex situations

may correspond to, say, hierarchies of symmetries. It is hkely that net ail environmental

modifications require drastic changes in the system's behavior: large reorganizations should be

rater than smaller ones, but should still have a non-zero probability of occurring. This suggests

a powerlaw size distribution of the bursts of synchronized activity. To achieve this refined

mechanism, the distributed behavior of the system should have a feedback eifect on the global
parameter ~t so as to modify it exactly by the required amount. One candidate mechanism is

self-organized criticahty (SOC) [24], although it is net dear to me how the optimal coupling
of the environnlent and the central parameter cari be obtained. This mechanism would in any

case satisfy the requirement that only minimal reorganizations should take place, a constraint

that is aise crucial, but very dificult to handle. Sornette [25] argued along the same fines that

most examples of SOC can be characterized by a feedback mechanism, involving a retroaction

of the order parameter on the central parameter which allows the system to maintain itself at

the critical state. Fraysse et ai. [26], drawing an analogy with "smart materials" [27], further

suggested that this feedback mechanism might allow the system to optimize its response to a

perturbation, very much in the spirit of the present paper.

4) The noise term (, which can very well be suficient to mduce a shift of the system m a

nlultistable potential, has been so far ignored. It is well known that if h(t) is periodic with a long
penod, there is an optimal noise intensity for which the signal /noise ratio is maximum [28]. We

may therefore guess that any signal containing only low frequencies will aise induce stochastic
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resonance
(although there will net be a single peak in the noise spectrum). Here agam, one

parameter, namely the noise intensity D, has to be tuned; but it is quite natural to think of

ants as getting more and more excited (noisy) if they are net satisfied. This coula constitute

yet another tuning mechanism.
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